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Logo Guidelines
To ensure a project has a recognizable image, it is necessary to make all information materials in the same style. This document provides guidelines for using the
logo, brand colors and fonts and their interaction.
You will find all the files that are necessary for working with the corporate style at the link. Making changes in them is unacceptable, it is important to always use
original models. Links on pages indicate the location of the corresponding file.

Logo. General information
The Draconius GO: Catch a Dragon! logo is an inscription made up of bright letters executed in the same style. The subscript "GO" complements the logo. There are
crystals behind the text inscription, they symbolize magic, as well as fantastic creatures. It is allowed to use the version of the logo without background crystals
and creatures in monochrome only.
When scaling the logo, it is necessary to keep it legible.
Therefore, the minimum width of the logo is — 30 mm.
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LINK TO DOWNLOAD

Monochrome version
The monochrome version is used in cases where it is impossible to apply color printing. In this case, the logo without background crystals and creatures is most
often used.

LINK TO DOWNLOAD

Protected area
It is advisable to leave free space around the logo and make sure that foreign elements are not in it. To make the logo look good, a protected area equal to 1/4 of
the logo height is enough.
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Logo on background
It is necessary to ensure that the logo always remains on a contrasting background. Otherwise, you need to use a die with a single-color fill, for example, white
color, or use a monochrome version of the logo. If the logo on a dark background is read clearly, but the subscript is not sufficiently contrasted, you can change its
color to white.

Invalid use cases
Corporate style dictates certain standards, which must be adhered to, so that it does not lose its recognizability. The following are the most common errors when
using a logo.

You can not change
the proportions of the logo

You can not change the layout
of the logo elements

You can not apply additional effects
to the elements of the logo

You can not transform individual
elements of the logo

You can not add a frame and
optionally repaint the logo elements

You can not make non-linear distortions
(inclination, perspective, etc.).

